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BOUNCING BACK

GAMERS UNITE
The Charleston Game Club holds weekly meetings and welcomes people of
all ages to play family-friendly games.
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The Eastern men’s basketball team
defeated Tennessee Tech Saturday
leaving with a score of 67-60. The next
game is Thursday at Lantz Arena.
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Winter Wonderland Snowpeople
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Charleston resident Cayden Hayes, 10, sleds down one of the two hills at Kiwanis Park Sunday afternoon. Hayes said he was going 10 miles per
hour.

Kids take on snowy hills with sleds
By Analicia Haynes
Editor-in-Chief | @Haynes1943
The numbing cold did not seem to bother the
many kids that were scattered around two hills
at Kiwanis Park in Charleston.
Kids of all ages grabbed whatever flat, smooth
surfaced object or round inner tube they could
fit in and hit the hills that were slick with patted-down snow.
One by one like a conveyer belt kids ran up
the hill, positioned themselves on their sled and
pushed off, zooming down the slide-like hill and
hitting a bump or two before either coming to
a stop on their own or flying off their sleds after
hitting a tree or person.
Jennifer Wilson of Charleston filmed her son,
10-year-old Cayden Hayes, sledding down the
smaller hill at the park.
Wilson said Kiwanis Park was the “go-to
spot” for kids and the parents who tagged along
to make sure their children did not fly into the
street or the creek located just off the street.
SLEDDING, page 5
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These are a few of the many “snow-people”
that popped up across campus and in
Charleston over the weekend as a result of
the snowstorm.
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Charleston resident Ethan Grant, 15, sleds down a hill at Kiwanis Park on an inner tube and
shovel. Grant was there with his family and kept sledding down the hill with the other children
there, sometimes sledding over a makeshift ramp.

‘Goodness of Music’ concert set for Jan. 20
Staff Report | @DEN_News
Eastern’s jazz faculty will perform for the
‘Goodness of Music’ concert at 7:30 p.m. in
the Doudna Fine Arts Center Theatre on Sunday, Jan. 20.
Admission is $10 for the public and $5 for
students.
The ‘Goodness of Music’ benefits the David
Frank Tanner and Ronald Eugene Gholson Endowed Fund Celebrating the Goodness of Music.
Gholson created the fund as a tribute to

his friend Tanner, and it has helped establish
backing for equipment, travel, scholarships
and guest artists for the jazz studies program
at Eastern.
“We are grateful for the donors whose generosity supports our students and the jazz studies program.
(Gholson’s) tribute to David Tanner has
been a wonderful gift to EIU,” Jazz studies director Sam Fagaly said in a press release.
At the concert, Fagaly will play the saxophone, Paul Johnston will play the piano, Sam
Winternheimer will play the bass and Jamie

Ryan will play the percussion.
The music performed by the jazz faculty features pieces by Horace Silver, McCoy Tyner
and the Yellowjackets.
The jazz faculty will also perform arrangements of jazz standards.
Tickets for the concert are available for purchase at the Doudna Box Office’s website and
at the door.
The news staff can be reached at
581-2812 or at dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

4 students
share story
of snowman
By Corryn Brock
Associate News Editor | @corryn_brock
Four sophomores took advantage of the
snowy weekend by building a seven-foot tall
snowman outside of Old Main Saturday night.
Resa Fuller, a music performance major,
Lucy Hill, a music performance major, Jessica
Stewart, an English education major, and Lucas Lower, a computer science major, were driving around Charleston Saturday looking at the
snow-people around town.
That was when they got the idea to build
their own snowman in front of Old Main.
“We drove by Old Main and someone said,
‘I can’t believe nobody’s built any snowmen in
front of Old Main,’” Lower said. “Then we all
just looked at each other and silently agreed that
we had to do it.”

SNOWMAN, page 5
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Local weather
MONDAY

TUESDAY

Partly Cloudy

Partly Cloudy

High: 27°
Low: 21°

High: 35°
Low: 29°
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Industry wary of alternatives
tries to protect a word: meat
LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) — More
than four months after Missouri became the first U.S. state to regulate
the term "meat" on product labels,
Nebraska's powerful farm groups are
pushing for similar protection from
veggie burgers, tofu dogs and other items that look and taste like real
meat.
Nebraska lawmakers will consider a
bill this year defining meat as "any edible portion of any livestock or poultry,
carcass, or part thereof" and excluding
"lab-grown or insect or plant-based
food products." It would make it a
crime to advertise or sell something "as
meat that is not derived from poultry
or livestock."
Similar measures aimed at meat alternatives are pending in Tennessee,
Virginia and Wyoming. They come
amid a debate over what to call products that are being developed using
the emerging science of meat grown
by culturing cells in a lab. Supporters
of the science are embracing the term
"clean meat" — language the conventional meat industry strongly opposes.

The issue strikes a particularly
strong chord in Nebraska, one of the
nation's top states for livestock production, where cars roll down the interstate with "Beef State" license plates
and the governor each year proclaims
May as "Beef Month."
Farm groups have found an unusual ally in state Sen. Carol Blood, a citydwelling vegetarian from the Omaha
suburb of Bellevue. Blood, who grew
up on a farm, said she introduced the
measure because agriculture is Nebraska's largest industry and needs to be
protected for the good of the whole
state.
Nebraska led the nation in commercial red meat production in 2017
and had the most feed cows as of last
year, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Livestock and
livestock product sales generated an
estimated $12.1 billion for the state's
economy in 2016, according to the
USDA's most recent available data.
The measure is certain to face resistance from food producers that
sell plant-based alternatives, as well

as those working to bring lab-grown
meat to market. Critics say the bill
infringes on the free-speech rights of
companies that produce vegetarian alternatives to real meat.
The Good Food Institute, the
American Civil Liberties Union of
Missouri, the Animal Legal Defense
Fund and plant-based food company
Tofurkey have filed a federal lawsuit
challenging the Missouri law . They
argue the law unfairly stifles competition.
The Nebraska bill "would censor
food labels and create consumer confusion where there is none," said Jessica Almy, director of policy for the
Washington-based Good Food Institute. "You can't censor speech just to
promote one industry's financial success."
Supporters of the Nebraska measure
say they want to ensure people aren't
misled about what they're eating.
Under the Nebraska bill, violations
would bring a misdemeanor charge
punishable by up to a year in jail and
a $1,000 fine.

Daughter's Facebook plea draws
50,000 birthday cards for father
FULLERTON, Calif. (AP) —
When Sue Morse requested on Facebook that friends send her father wellwishes for his Dec. 30 birthday, she expected maybe 160 cards.
At 96, World War II veteran and
Purple Heart medal recipient Duane
Sherman has survived most of his
friends.
As of Jan. 9, Sherman received more
than 50,000 letters at his home in Fullerton, California, the Orange County
Register reported Friday.
Birthday cards and notes thanking Sherman for his service have come
from all 50 U.S. states and 10 countries.
His wife of 57 years, Lois, died in
2011. His daughter said she wanted
her dad to feel special on his birthday.
Notes from elementary school students and prison inmates are among

the stacks. The secretary of the Navy
sent one. So did the Pittsburgh Steelers.
"I was amazed, shocked and appreciative," Sherman told the newspaper.
"All the good comments people made .
it just brightened my day."
Postal bins packed with envelopes
of every color are stacked high on two
sofas and the floor of Sherman's home
— and that's only a few thousand of
them.
Thousands more are stored at a
friend's house and there are bins still to
be picked up at the post office, Morse
said.
Since her father is legally blind,
Morse has been reading the cards and
letters out loud to her dad.
The commander of the U.S.S. Cowpens, a guided missile cruiser stationed
in San Diego, sent a letter and then

visited with several officers to take
Sherman to lunch.
A group of officers from the U.S.
Navy Sonar School in San Diego also
paid a visit — listening intently as
Sherman told stories about his WW II
experience.
The mail also brought gifts of mementos such as an American flag that
flew over Pearl Harbor, a scale model
of a battleship and a plaque carved out
of wood from the U.S.S. Constitution.
Sherman enlisted in the Navy shortly after Pearl Harbor was attacked on
Dec. 7, 1941. He was stationed aboard
the U.S.S. Lamson, a destroyer that
saw several battles in the Pacific.
So far, Morse has read about 1,700
letters.
She will enlist the help of several friends for the rest and wants to respond to most of the letters.

Man accused in death
of girl, 4, who spilled
juice on Xbox
WAUKEGAN, Ill. (AP) — Prosecutors will seek a life sentence for a suburban
Chicago man accused of beating a 4-yearold girl to death after she spilled juice on
an Xbox video console.
Prosecutors said "heinous" circumstances justify the sentence for 19-yearold Johnathan Fair, of Waukegan, if he is
eventually convicted of first-degree murder in the death of his girlfriend's daughter, Skylar Mendez, the Chicago Tribune
reported.
Fair was babysitting Skylar on Dec. 13
at a Waukegan apartment when she was
fatally injured.
He brought her to a hospital after she
lost consciousness and initially claimed
she'd fallen.
She died a few days later at a Chicago hospital following surgery doctors had
hoped would relieve swelling of her brain,
the Lake County State's Attorney's Office said.
Skylar's mother was not at home at the
time of the alleged beating, Waukegan police have said.
Fair remains jailed after bail was set at
$5 million. His arraignment is scheduled
for Feb. 17.

Dave? Dave? Kansas
City man gets AFC
Championship tickets
for helping Chief
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — A random act of kindness has netted AFC
Championship tickets for a man called
Dave who helped dig a Kansas City Chief
out of the snow.
Offensive linesman Jeff Allen posted
on Twitter that his car got stuck as he was
heading to Arrowhead Stadium to take on
the Indianapolis Colts in Saturday's playoff. Allen said "a nice guy named Dave,"
who didn't know he is a Chief, got him
back on the road. The Chicago native
asked his 21,000-plus followers to help
him track down the Good Samaritan so
he could reward him with tickets.
Hundreds of people replied — many
claiming to be Dave — and thousands
retweeted the plea. On Sunday, Allen
tweeted that he has found the real Dave
"despite the recent influx in people changing their name to Dave in the KC area
lol."

TODAY ON
ON CAMPUS:
TODAY
CAMPUS
Booth Library Tour | 11:00 AM & 3:00 PM | Booth Library, Research Desk
No appointment necessary! Come to the Research Help Desk, located on the north end of
the library, to join a tour group!
Spring 2019 General Auditions | 5:30 PM | The Globe, Doudna Fine Arts Center
Registration for "Mr. Marmalade" and "For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide When
the Rainbow is Enuf" begins at 5:30 PM. Be prepared to have a photo taken. Prepare a
contemporary audition monologue – 1 minute or less. For first-time auditioners, a reading
from the script will be provided if no monologue is prepared.
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Family-friendly games:

Charleston Game Club offers something for all
By Hannah Shillo
Entertainment Reporter | @DEN_News
Members of the Charleston Game Club met Friday
night at County Market’s mezzanine to play a variety of
games and socialize with each other.
The group can usually be found at County Market on
Friday nights, as well as Jackson Avenue Coffee on Tuesday nights and The War Zone in Mattoon on Saturday
nights.
Peter Wiles, a frequent Game Club goer, said there are
also monthly tournaments on the second Sunday of each
month at Jackson Avenue Coffee.
While there was a full table of six people Friday night,
Wiles said there are sometimes many more people who
participate, and the group has had about three tables at
once going with games.
Ian McCormack, another member of Game Club, said
he has been attending the club since he moved to Charleston in August.
“It’s a good way to spend time,” he said. “We usually
hang out for a few hours until we get exhausted.”
With around 15 different games on the table behind
them, the group’s members were ready for a few hours of
gameplay.
Sonny Sotomayor was among the six playing games

Friday night, and he said the club plays a lot of different types of games, including strategy, action, cooperative,
competitive and card games.
That night, the group was playing “Rush ‘n Crush,” a
game McCormack said they had never played before.
McCormack, who was winning at the time, described
the game as a dark board game version of “Mario Kart.”
Another club favorite is “Spyfall”—a game McCormack said was a more advanced version of “Clue.”
“It’s a quick game,” he said. “It’s good for in between
games because you can play it in about five minutes.”
Wiles said of all the types of games the club plays, his
favorites are the cooperative games, where members are all
working together to complete the objective of the game.
Justin Clark, another Game Club member, said his favorite games are the ones that cause him to think more.
“I like a lot more of the heavier games that are very
complex, involved and where strategy plays a big part,” he
said. “I like the lighter ones, too, but I gravitate more towards the heavier stuff.”
Wiles said anyone interested in Game Club can attend
at any time during their meetings on Tuesdays, Fridays
and Saturdays.
McCormack said joining Game Club is a great way to
get involved and make friends in the community.
“It’s fun, free and you get to try new things,” he said.

“(Game Club) is a nice social event to engage in, and
some games even include a nice mental challenge.”
McCormack also said there are plenty of games to
choose from, including some that people may have never heard about.
“When you play a lot of board games, you realize ‘Monopoly’ is actually an awful game,” he said. “It lasts forever and you really don’t have fun after the first few rounds.”
Wiles said people should join the Game Club to learn
about how many games are different these days.
“Some people might be surprised at the way games
have changed since they remember as kids, but they’re really not geared toward kids exactly,” he said. “There is a
lot to think about when you’re playing, and it’s very creative the way that (creators) have designed some of these
games.”
Sotomayor said he enjoys coming to the Game Club
meetings more than he would enjoy a night out at a bar.
“If people are looking for a family-friendly atmosphere
on a Friday night, like if they don’t want to go out drinking, this is a chill atmosphere,” he said. “This, to me, is
way more engaging than going out to a bar.”
Hannah Shillo can be reached at
581-2812 or hlshillo@eiu.edu.
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4 OPINIONS
STAFF EDITORIAL

The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.
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Should’ve checked D2L

Be cautious
of drivers,
pedestrians
Drivers and pedestrians both have their set
of rules of the road to follow.
Everybody knows about the situation when
a pedestrian is trying to cross the street or is already crossing the street, they have the law on
their side and they are to have the ability to
cross the street unhindered.
But just because this scenario is clear-cut
and understandable on paper does not mean
there are not some gray areas to think about
when it plays out on the actual roads.
Probably the biggest issue that can complicate this otherwise simple situation is the possible lack of vision for either drivers or pedestrians.
There is a reason the ‘blind spot’ has the adjective ‘blind’ in its name: drivers cannot see
every single angle around their cars.
Typically, the phrase refers to the immediate views over the driver’s shoulders, where the
mirrors cannot always show what is happening
around the car.
But the same goes for mundane situations,
such as simply backing into or out of a parking
spot, or making a turn on to a different street.
Expanding upon the latter, for instance,
there are a lot of aspects of turning a car that
people generally do not think about.
The driver has to make sure he can turn first
of all.
Maybe another car is turning left from the
opposite side of the road, so you have to wait
until they are past before you can start turning.
In general, you always have to look any direction just to make sure no car is trying to impede your motion because you can never be
too careful about the rare case of a car going
the wrong direction in the lane you are trying
to get to.
But drivers also have to consider pedestrians in this situation, and likewise: especially at
stoplights.
Green means go, yellow means slow down
and be ready to stop and red means stop.
Pretty simple, it is something we all learn,
even as children.
But the matter is complicated when pedestrians get involved.
The stoplight may be giving you the green
light to make the right turn, but, guess what,
a lot of times the pedestrians also have their
green light to walk into that crosswalk that you
are trying to turn through.
So drivers not only have to check their surroundings for cars, but also for pedestrians.
They technically have the right of way in the
situation described, so check for someone getting ready to walk.
On the flip side, pedestrians also have their
duty to be respectful and aware of the drivers
around them.
Pedestrians arguably are able to see more
around them, since they do not have bits of
their car in the way, so you should also be
looking everywhere around you to check for a
turning car because they honestly may not see
you.
And do not just walk right into the crosswalk without looking.
Even though you have the law on your side,
you cannot assume the driver will see you
when they turn, so look every direction yourself to avoid the possible incident.
Especially when it is dark out, when it is
hard for everyone to see sometimes, or when
the roads are covered with snow, like we got
this weekend, pedestrians and drivers both
need to be responsible.
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Shout out to Canada for being nice, again
It is a shame that I have not seen more attention
surrounding this topic; maybe I have not looked in
the right places or been on in the right parts of campus to hear talk about it.
But my hero for this week is Canada. You go,
Canada.
Our friendly neighbor to the north has put its
friendly friendliness on full display for the entire
world to see once again.
Stereotype aside, the Canadian Foreign Minister
Chrystia Freeland and the rest of the Canadian government deserve a round of applause.
Freeland stood side-by-side with Rahaf Mohammed Alqunun Saturday at the Toronot Pearson International Airport to announce that Alqunun is
now a Canadian citizen.
If you have not followed Alqunun’s journey, it is
an inspiring one and one that deserved a happy ending for her.
The 18-year-old began her journey to asylum in
Canada on Jan. 5.
Alqunun escaped from her home, where she was
abused, and she made it to Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi Airport by immigration police who denied her
entry and seized her passport, according to the Associated Press.
She barricaded herself in an airport hotel room,
and her social media campaign got enough attention and support that Thai officials admitted her
temporarily under the protection of U.N. officials,

DILL AN SCHORFHEIDE
who then granted her refugee status Wednesday.
Originally, Australia looked like it would be the
country to admit Alqunun residency, but they were
slow in their declaration that they would protect
her, and Canada stepped right up as Prime Minister Justin Trudeau announced Canada would accept
her as a refugee Friday.
And Saturday, she made it to Canadian soil.
It is great to see someone find the success they
wanted in their journey, especially since other women have tried to escape but were not able to, and
there was a country willing to help her.
The fact that she was able to garner enough support to help her out of a sticky situation is also
amazing.
One of the lesser-known but equally as inspiring
parts of her journey was a small rally four women
had in Australia.

As Australia started to consider helping Alqunun,
in Sydney, Thursday, four women dressed in only
jeans calling themselves the Secret Sisterhood protested outside the building housing the Saudi Consulate, calling on Australia to grant Alqunun residency.
The conclusion to her escape and the impacts she
has had are amazing and inspiring.
It is great to see her find somewhere where she is
happy to be, and that she inspired four women to
protest in her favor.
And, as for Canada, props to it.
Trudeau had nothing to gain from granting her
residency in his country, but there is now speculation that this action could hurt Saudi-Canadian
diplomatic relationships.
Even in the face of possible hurt international relations (Saudi Arabia had already sold Canadian investments and ordered any of their students in Canada to leave in August because Canada’s Foreign
Ministry tweeted support for women’s right activists
who had been arrested), Canada took Alqunun in.
So, kudos to you, Canada.
And congratulations Rahaf Mohammed
Alqunun.
Dillan Schorfheide is a junior journalism major. He
can be reached at 581-2812
or dtschorfheide@eiu.edu.

Don’t be ‘that’ pedestrian, pay attention
I apologize for the rant you are about to read, but
I think that it clearly needs to be addressed.
Most people have a common knowledge and
awareness of how to be a pedestrian. For example,
you should always look both ways before crossing
the street, you should not walk in the bicycling lane
and you definitely shouldn’t walk in the middle of
the road— especially when a car is coming.
Well the other day when I was on my way to
work, a man was doing just what any other person
wouldn’t (and shouldn’t).
This man had the audacity to walk in the middle of the road, so that I could not go around him.
I drove up to him and left a considerable amount of
space between us and coasted for two miles per hour
for a few seconds.
At this point, I was sure that he had to have
heard my car coming up behind him. I don’t have
a new, quiet car— it’s old (and if I’m being honest,
probably going to die soon), and so it runs a little
funky and a little loud.
And yet even after this, the man still did not

NATALEE REYNOLDS
move, or even begin making his way to the side
of the road or to the sidewalk. So maybe he hadn’t
heard me pull up behind him, right? Right.
My next tactic was to honk at the man— not to
scare him or to be rude, but simply to let him know
hey dude, you’re in the middle of the road. Scoot
over.
Unfortunately, the honk didn’t work either. The
man simply half turned and looked at me, then

turned back and continued to walk in the middle
of the road.
And he did this until I got to the next street to
turn so I could get around him, which took around
two minutes.
Two minutes doesn’t seem that long until you’re
in a car practically idling down a street, so let me tell
you, I was not a happy camper.
Who does that? I mean, did he really need to
walk in the middle of the road? There are sidewalks
for a reason— roads are for vehicles and sidewalks
are for people, sir.
I feel like I shouldn’t have to say this, but if that
man ever sees this column (and if any of my readers
who walk in the middle of streets see this), stop. Use
the sidewalk and if there isn’t one, then walk on the
side of the road.
Natalee Reynolds is a sophomore English major.
She can be reached at 581-2812 or nmreynolds@
eiu.edu.
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SLEDDING

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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Joshua Peterson of Charleston sleds down a hill at Kiwanis Park Sunday. Peterson is yelling for other kids to move
out of the way so he can go up and over the makeshift ramp.

»

Wilson and Hayes said they were
sledding for a little over an hour after they decided to come to the park
on a whim.
“I must have been going 20 miles
per hour,” Hayes laughed after sledding down the hill. “I’m just joking,
but it must have been, like, 10 miles
per hour.”
At the other side of the park, parents stood at the top of the longer hill
watching their kids or riding with
them.
Whether the kids were sledding individually or packing themselves together, sometimes four at a time, on
one sled they slid down the hill over
and over again, making sure to stop
in time before going over the hill and
into the creek.
Accidentally running into bystanders just getting up from their sleds

was a common incident.
Joshua Peterson, who was there
with his dad, Doug Peterson, was
knocked over by two kids on a sled.
“Sometimes they just need a dad’s
thumbs-up,” Doug said after inspecting his son’s leg and knee, handing
him his sled and watching him walk
back up the hill. “That’s how you
know you’re really OK, when you can
(sled again).”
Joshua made it back to the top
of the hill, hopped on his sled and
went down one more time, catching
enough speed to fly over the makeshift ramp that waited below.
He got up, dusted himself off and
ran back up the hill for another go.
Analicia Haynes can be reached at
581-2812 or achaynes@eiu.edu.

SNOWMAN

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
When it came to building the
snowman, they said there were some
struggles, especially with the torso.
“We made (the torso) too big, and
then we had to build a snow ramp
to get it up on the flower bed so we
could roll it onto the first ball, because it was too heavy to lift,” Fuller.
Stewart said it took over a half
hour to get the torso to its spot, but
she said it was her favorite part of the
evening.
“When we finally (got the ball up),
we all started cheering and high-fiving. It was so cool,” Stewart said.
Unfortunately, the snowman was
knocked down at some point in the
evening on Saturday.
“I know that Jessica, Lucy and
Resa were heartbroken,” Lower said.

“It was our baby. I figured from the
beginning that it wouldn’t make it all
night, either from melting or from a
mischievous passerby.”
Stewart said they were able to
make light out of the situation even
though they were all upset over their
work being taken down.
“I was so disappointed. I was hoping it would at least stay up for a full
day. We all made jokes about it online, though,” Stewart said. “I put on
my Snapchat (story) ‘our child was
murdered; $25 to anyone with information,’ and Resa made a big Instagram story as a memorial.”
However, the group said it was fun
to see the reactions from people, such
as people honking as they passed Old
Main, and Fuller said she thought the

honking showcased the type of community Charleston is.
“People kept driving past and
honking at us while we were working,” Fuller said. “It was kind of fun
to see the community liked the idea.”
The group said they might make
another snowman in their yard in the
future and potentially start a tradition.
“I know that we want to make it a
tradition to make a snowman in front
of Old Main on the first big snow every year,” Lower said. “Maybe we can
get a big group together and make a
bunch.”
Corryn Brock can be reached at
581-2812 or at cebrock@eiu.edu.
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(From left to right) Sophomores Lucy Hill, a music performance major, Resa
Fuller, a music performance major, Jessica Stewart, an English education
major, and Lucas Lower, a computer science major stand next to a snowman they built Saturday night in front of Old Main. The snowman was
knocked down Saturday night.

student art, photography,
creative writing, poetry,

and more!
Call (217) 581-2812 for information.
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MAKE A STUDY PLAN
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Hard working
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Kalvin White, a freshman art studio major, cuts out
shapes
and designs
for his
3D design class. The goal of the project is to make a creative mask out of cardboard.
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24 Bottom-up,
as a political
movement

1 Shoestrings
6 Cook in oil

26 Runs away to
marry

9 Brewing giant
originally based
in Milwaukee

29 Like some winter
highways

14 Roofing
alternative to
shingles

30 Perfect test
grade

31 New Testament
trio
15 Whopper (but not
the Burger King
33 Pop a fly?
kind)
37 “Now things
16 Hawaiian
are getting
greeting
interesting” …
or a hint to the
17 Extremely
first words of
inexpensive
17-, 24-, 45- and
19 Things
57-Across
sometimes
40
Gilbert of
hidden behind
“Roseanne” and
paintings
“The Conners”
20 Extinguish, as a
41 Knots
fire
42 Ship of 1492
21 Cost of a bank
transaction that’s 43 High degree
not with one’s
44 Bub
own bank
45 Amateurish
22 Confucian
philosophy
51 GPS lines: Abbr.
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52 Going from gig to
gig
53 Texas city seen in
many westerns
56 Hatred
57 Bars that kids go
to?
60 Get a feeling
61 Iraq War danger,
in brief
62 One of the
Hawaiian Islands
63 Parts of a forest
64 “Here’s
something
interesting,” in
brief
65 Got some Z’s
DOWN
1 Timothy Leary’s
drug
2 “The Greatest” in
the ring
3 One who doesn’t
travel to work
alone
4 “___, Brute!”
5 Religious
offshoot
6 ___-de-lis
7 Cowboy’s rope
8 Informal
affirmative
9 Danish or cream
puff
10 Avis competitor
11 Highly
successful, in
theaterspeak
12 One of 500 in a
ream
13 Zaps with a
police gun
18 Harleys, in slang
21 PC character set
22 Milk dispensers
23 Leader of the
pack
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PUZZLE BY ALEX EYLAR

25 Sounds of
resignation
27 Stage after larva
28 Bilingualism subj.
31 Sacred peak in
Greek myth:
Abbr.
32 Had one’s fill
33 Equipment often
transported on a
car’s roof
34 Was a maverick
35 Chipped in at a
poker game
36 Old Russian
royals

38 None of the
above
39 Computer’s
“brain,” for short
43 Clouds of smoke
44 What the Titanic
had a disastrous
encounter with
45 Give a lift
46 Beneath
47 “Goosebumps”
writer R. L. ___
48 One of four
purchased for
a Monopoly
property

49 Sticky
50 We, on a candy
heart
54 Fraternal group
55 “You’re on!”
57 Alternative to
Skippy or Peter
Pan
58 Big mouth
59 Cambridge sch.
for budding
engineers

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
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Tennessee Tech tops Eastern 99-88
By JJ Bullock
Sports Editor | @DEN_Sports
When the Eastern women’s basketball
team departed for a two-game road trip
with games against Jacksonville State and
Tennessee Tech, it did so with a 1-1 conference record, the No. 2 ranked defense
in the OVC and a chance to make waves
early in the conference season.
The Panthers did not return to
Charleston with any of those figures intact.
Eastern lost both games of the road
trip, first to Jacksonville State 78-49 on
Thursday and then to Tennessee Tech in
an 99-88 slugfest on Saturday.
The 177 points Eastern gave up over
the weekend was the largest amount surrendered in back-to-back games since
February of 2017, when in consecutive
losses to Southeast Missouri and Tennessee-Martin it allowed 181 points.
The inability to stop the Gamecocks
and the Golden Eagles made it so the
Panthers would have to watch their defense tumble from No. 2 in the conference to No. 5 in just a two-game stretch.
Head coach Matt Bollant was not
overly concerned with the drop in the
level of defense, and while he was disappointed in Saturday’s performance, he
fully expects the defense to return to from
this week against Murray State and Austin Peay.
“I think we’ll get back,” Bollant said.
“Now Tennessee Tech is just playing at a
whole other level offensively and we were
really solid defensively against Jacksonville State in the first half and then they
had a good crowd and they got going and
made their first three three’s in the third
quarter and we just didn’t respond after
that. But I think Thursday you’ll see a different Eastern Illinois team on the defensive side and get back to playing with
great energy and hopefully the results will
show it.”
Eastern had trouble stopping Tennessee Tech (12-3, 4-0 OVC) from doing
anything on offense, as the Golden Eagles shot 65.52 percent from the field and
69.23 percent from three-point range.
“We didn’t guard the dribble very
well at all,” Bollant said. “Watching the
film, we didn’t do a good job of being in
a stance and staying in a stance and just
keeping it in front. We let a great shooter get off to a great start, she scored ten
points in the first couple of minutes and
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Eastern senior Carmen Tellez prepares to shoot a three-pointer against Lincoln Christian on Nov. 12 in Lantz Arena. Tellez scored 26 points in a loss to
Tennessee Tech Saturday.

then she was really hard to guard from
there.”
Guard Jordan Brock scored a gamehigh 33 points for Tennessee Tech on 10of-17 shooting (8-of-15 from three-point
range). Brock leads the conference with
50 made three-point shots. Bollant told
Brock after the game that her game was
one of the best shooting performances he
has seen in the OVC.
For all of Eastern’s defensive woes
against the Golden Eagles, the offense
played its best game of the season, scoring

88 points or more in a conference game
for the first time since February of 2013.
Senior Carmen Tellez continued her
rejuvenation during her senior season
on Saturday. After struggling last season, shooting 32 percent from the field
and 27.6 percent from three-point range,
Tellez has bounced back this year in a
big way and Saturday highlighted the
change.
Tellez scored 26 points, making seven
three-pointers on 10 attempts. Her numbers this season are drastically better than

they were a year ago at 50 percent shooting from the field and 41 percent from
three-point range. Bollant credited the
change to Tellez being a year older and
more confident.
“Last year I was just never happy with
her defense and I was constantly on her,
challenging her and this year she is taking steps,” Bollant said. “We still need to
grow more individually and as a team,
but I think this year she is just a lot more
comfortable. She is defending better and
so she is just more confident and more

comfortable.”
The Panthers dropped to 1-3 in the
OVC and just outside of the conference
tournament picture and remain 0-7 on
the road after the Tennessee Tech loss.
Bollant highlighted the importance of
Eastern’s upcoming games and is urging
people to fill the stands for Eastern’s twogame homestand.
JJ Bullock can be reached at
581-2812 or jpbullock@eiu.edu.
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Eastern beats Tennessee Tech 67-60
By Dillan Schorfheide
Assistant Sports Editor | @Eiu_journalist
Like every conference game thus far,
the Eastern men’s basketball team had a
close finish against Tennessee Tech Saturday, winning 67-60.
In each of the Panthers’ first four
conference games, Eastern has either
won or lost by an average 5.75 points.
Also just like the first three conference games, Eastern had back-and-forth
possessions and scores in the game, and
trailed for a bit before eventually taking
and holding on to the lead.
The third conference win for Eastern
was a rough one, as the Panthers shot
37.5 percent overall, 26.3 percent from
three-point range.
“(Tennessee Tech) is big around the
basket and they don’t give you much,”
said head coach Jay Spoonhour. “I
thought we settled for difficult shots
early in the game, but we did better as
the game went on.”
Tennessee Tech (6-11, 2-2) took an
early lead against Eastern (10-7, 3-1),
holding Eastern to two points for the
first eight minutes of the game while
scoring 13 points of its own.
Scoring inconsistency is something
Eastern has dealt with at times this season, and it was something the Panthers
dealt with throughout the rest of the
first half, scoring in little spurts.
The bulk of Eastern’s scoring in the
first half came with four and a half minutes left before halftime.
At that mark, Ben Harvey made a layup to bring Eastern within eight, 2315, as Tennessee Tech started slowing
down with its scoring after its outburst
in the first part of the half.
Malik Martin and Jared Sherfield
made back-to-back shots within 14 seconds of each other for Tennessee Tech,
giving the Golden Eagles a 27-15 lead,
but they would not score again for the
rest of the half.
Instead, the Panthers closed the first
half with a 10-0 run to only be trailing
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Mack Smith makes a bounce pass as a Fontbonne University defender tries to kick it during Eastern’s 90-37 win in Lantz Arena on Dec. 4. Eastern beat Tennessee
Tech 67-60 on Saturday.

by two points at halftime.
Harvey scored six of the last 10
points in the rest of the half, rounding
out a team-high eight points in the first
half.
Josiah Wallace and Shareef Smith
would each add a bucket of their own,
along with two free throws by Harvey
and his two baskets.
Wallace would then combine with
Mack Smith to grab Eastern its first
lead almost three minutes into the second half.

Hunter Vick made a three-pointer
17 seconds into the second half for Tennessee Tech, extending its lead to 30-25.
Then, up until there was 17:09 left in
the game, Wallace made a jump shot,
Mack Smith made a three-pointer and
Wallace made a three right after Smith,
to give Eastern a 33-32 lead.
After a couple lead changes, Eastern
took the lead permanently with 12:10
left, when Cam Burrell made a fastbreak dunk.
The Golden Eagles stayed within five

points or less a couple times throughout
the remainder of the game, but Eastern
officially secured the game when Shareef Smith made a three-pointer with
2:16 left, giving Eastern a 60-51 lead.
The closest Tennessee Tech would
come after that point was a six-point
deficit.
Eastern is currently tied with Belmont for second in the conference with
3-1 OVC records, behind three firstplace teams who are unbeaten in conference.

The Panthers have one of their
toughest stretches of opponents this
week, as they host Murray State Thursday and Austin Peay Saturday, both of
whom are perfect in conference play so
far.
“This week’s games will be the toughest back-to-back we’ve had,” Spoonhour
said. “It’s a big week. I think the fellas
are looking forward to it.”
Dillan Schorfheide can be reached at
581-2812 or dtschorfheide@eiu.edu.

Emanuel pleased with track, field’s start to 2019
By Blake Faith
Track and Field Reporter | @BFAITH0024
The Eastern Track and Field program continued to improve at the Illinois Intercollegiate Meet.
This was its second meet of the
season, and even though there was a
month off in-between competition,
the men finished third overall and the
women sixth.
“I think for not having everyone compete this weekend it’s a good
start to 2019,” said Brenton Emanuel, the director of track and field. “As
we continue to get everyone out there
to compete over the next couple weeks
we will only get better.”
In the high jump, senior Ashton
Wilson and freshman Steven Rowe
earned third and fourth place honors
with their high jump of 6-04.75. Wilson also took seventh in the long jump
at 19-00.00
“The high I jump I was happy with
and believe it is a good start. I was
hoping to do better in the long jump,
and that’s something I will have to
work on this week to prepare for next,”
Wilson said. “I was out due to injury
in the early bird so I will use this first
home meet as motivation.”
This year is not just Wilson’s senior
year, but a year he wants to make the
most of. Last year Wilson had recurring knee injuries but is now starting
to settle in and compete hard.
“The injury from last year definite-
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Eastern senior Cedric Johnson runs the 110-meter hurdles in a meet last March at O’Brien Field. Johnson competed with Eastern in the Illinois Intercollegiate meet this past weekend.

ly affected my confidence in all my
events, but I’m slowly starting to get
that back,” Wilson said. “This past
meet had a huge positive impact on
my confidence level in the high jump
specifically and brought a lot of excitement out of me. ”
This team is a mix of younger ath-

letes with older ones. There are 24
new freshmen in the program. Among
those young athletes, a few of them
placed in their events.
Sophomore Tadiwa Mhonde tied
for the highest individual finish, taking second place in the 60-Meter Dash
by crossing the line at 6.88 seconds.

Freshman Ronald Reed placed sixth in
the 60-Meter Dash with a time of 6.94
seconds. Senior Cedric Johnson took
second in the 60-Meter Hurdles with
his time of 8.33 seconds.
For the women’s team, the quartet of graduate student Kristen Dowell, sophomore Morgan Atchison, se-

nior Pedra Hicks, and freshman Amani Jackson-Gladney crossed the line
fourth in the 4x400-Relay at four minutes and three seconds.
Sophomore Avani Flanagan placed
seventh in the 3000-Meter Run crossing the line at 10 minutes and 29 seconds. Sophomore Maggie McPherson followed suit, placing eighth in the
3000-Meter Run at 10 minutes and 33
seconds.
“We are a very young team, and
we need to continue to compete and
most importantly stay healthy,” Emanuel said. “I truly believe where we are
now and where we will be at the end
of February will be a night and day
type of difference. Working hard and
staying healthy are the most important
things going forward.”
The Eastern Illinois Track and Field
team will compete at the EIU John
Craft Invite on Jan. 19. The EIU John
Craft Invite will be in the Lantz Arena
Fieldhouse.
“Hopefully as a team we can build
off of our performances from this
past week and the early bird,” Wilson said. “Home meets are important to us because we get to compete on the same track that we practice on and we use that as an advantage. The plan is to use the last two
meets as momentum and just keep
climbing up the OVC rankings.”
Blake Faith can be reached at
581-2812 or bmfaith@eiu.edu.

